Our dual stream school…

NEWSLETTER
Friday 21 June 2018

Term 2 Week 8

External School Review…
On Wednesday the 20th and
Thursday 21st June our school
participated in an External School
Review.
As previously stated, the purpose of
this review is to support schools to
raise student achievement and
sustain high performance. It is a
integral component of the
Departments Improvement Agenda.
The External School Review supports
schools to raise achievement, sustain
high performance and provides
quality assurance to build public
confidence in
government
schools. By the
end of this year all
government
schools will have
undergone an
external review
process.
Our review panel
consisted of a review officer and a
trained review principal who
conducted a very thorough process
over the two days.
At the conclusion of this review we
will find out the aspects of the
school's improvement that have been
verified through the review processes
as well as the improvements that we
need to make in the future. This
report will be available next term and
will then be shared with the school
community and placed on our
website.

During the external school review, Crafting and creating in the Apple
groups
of
students,
parents, Orchard Room…
governing council members and staff
were asked to provide information to
the review panel in a number of
ways. These included:
Individual interviews
Group discussions (with
students or staff or parents)
Meetings (usually governing council
representatives, staff meeting)
Visits into classrooms.
Creating and Expressing in the
I want to thank students, staff and Gumnut Room…
community members for their
support and time in helping us with
this process.
Classes at work and play!
During their visits into the
classrooms, the review panel would
have seen some wonderful
engagement and learning happening.
For example:
Learning through
Play in the Cherry
Buds Room…

Learning and Challenging in the Pear
Tree Room….

Thinking
and
making
in the
Cherry
Blossom
Room.

I want to conclude our term by
thanking all the staff, students and
wonderful community for another
great term. Enjoy the holidays.
Nancy Saccoia
Principal
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News from the Cherry Tree Rooms...
Morning Circle
Though morning circle children imitate and use oral language themselves with clarity and expressive qualities. They
imitate gestures, movement and speech of the plant world growing from seed, blossoming and fruiting; the animal
world in its environment moving; the people farming, making crafts, cooking with produce.
They absorb the mood of fairy and folk tales and picture the archetypal scenes. They anticipate the coming festival,
imitate the changes in the world and experience the connection to the world. They engage in a healthy breathing in
and out and experience balance in mood and movement as they imitate the teacher. They move in circle, spiral or
weaving forms; they imitate the movements of nature, the weather and the world.
Children hear oral language with carefully and expressively modulated voice qualities. They hear and imitate spring,
summer, harvest, autumn and winter circles; Christmas and other festival circles, fairy or folk tale – based circles,
simple stories of daily family and community life from many cultures. They experience the teacher’s balancing of fast
and slow, inner and outer mood.
……….
Winter is most definitely upon us now. Rain, hail, wind, mud and mire. These
elements do nothing to dampen the enthusiasm for the outdoors though. Then
again, how much more do we appreciate retiring once more to the soft, warm
coziness of the indoors.
Inside play has been full of cubby building, large and small. There have been
cubbies almost as big as the room,
and cubbies just large enough for
one little wolf. Stories built and told,
craft progressing with pom-poms
almost finished and finger knitting
and wool twists underway.
With the winter the Festival almost
upon us we have been busy
preparing with song, circle and
lantern making. It is an industrious
time in our
room.
Last week we
received the gift
of a set of
beautiful
slippers. Thank
you again Tullia,
they have been
lovingly received
by us all.

Sandy Hobb
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Week 8 Term 2

News from the Cherry Tree Rooms...
Please Sue, can we have some more?
In term 1 the children learnt about numbers for their
quality: What is 1? It is the sun, and it is me, and it is all
of us together. They learnt the exactness of drawing each
symbol: first imagine the face of a clock then starting at
10 o'clock, draw a half circle over to 2 o'clock; draw a
diagonal line from right to left across to 8 o'clock; draw a
straight line from left to right to 4 o'clock. What number
do you have? Every child can identify when they have
done a reversal. Their favorite thing is to ask Nancy in so
they can have a turn to direct her to draw a number
symbol without her knowing what it will be.

We practiced with beads and seeds, sticks and counters
to regroup numbers - always the whole to the part.
Through rhythm and movement we have counted in 2s,
3s, 5s, 10s, 100s and 1000s. All this has been in
preparation for our Main Lesson on the 4 processes,
which have been introduced as 4 characters that belong
together but are different in their own ways:
Palash Plus, who helps the wood cutter to build a house
with two rooms for his wood. In one he places the sticks
bundled into 10 and in the other only the ones can go.
What must happen when one more than nine gets
thrown into the ones room, or when a customer wants
more than the number of ones in the ones room?
Tawhiri Times, who groups things together so she can
count fast - no one can beat her, she'll never be last!
How many times will she run back and forth in the
bakery to fill the shop window with 12 loaves of bread
when she carries 3 loaves each time?
Milita Minus, who is kind and generous and is always
giving her things away. She begins her journey with 16
hand painted flowers but along the way gives 3 to the old
lady, 4 to the Baker and 1 to the child sitting by the well.
How many does she arrive with?
Danvere Divide, who makes sure things are well ordered
and shared equally. With his cutlass he divides the
watermelon in half and then in half again. How many
parts does he have?
The children learn the names of the process signs and
their inner gesture through the work each one does.
They make a little play to show the job of each process.
This is something we will be doing regularly in class at
the end of each ML. Despite the winter chills and
absences (mine included) they have begun to get a good
grasp of the processes and are loving doing maths. Ask
your child what must we do when practicing maths and
they will tell you - be exact, neat and precise!
This week we begin our lantern making which the
children are very excited about. They have been
practicing the winter songs and often break out into
melody in the middle of lessons. We have a very happy,
sometimes over excited and slightly chaotic, productive
class. Well done parents on a good job raising your
children.

Sue Gleeson
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News from the Apple Cottage...
Winter winds and storms have returned,
The autumn trees stand silent and bare
Leaves scatter and swirl across the ground,
Glowing fire keep us safe and warm.
Over the past couple of weeks there have been a number of students absent due to illness and family holidays.
However we have been busy completing a number main lesson of Number Patterns for class 2 and Length, Weight
and Capacity Measurement for class 3. Currently our final main lesson this term is Form Drawing for both classes
and preparation for the winter Festival. I have endeavoured to work through balance, movement, thinking, feeling
and willing with this topic. You will see student samples of this below.

Feeling, sensing the form

Willing – crafting, creating the form and stitching

Thinking, recalling, writing and illustrating
the process.
Warm regards

Michael Simmons
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News from the Gumnut Room...
Poetry Galore!
The children in the Gumnut Room have enjoyed exploring poetry this term. They have been enthusiastically reading,
writing and publishing different styles of poems i.e. Acrostic, Haiku, Diamante, Riddles, Cinquain, Ode and more. They
have immersed themselves in the structures of these poems and used their imaginations and literacy and grammar
skills (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, descriptive phrases) to produce a selection of their own poems. Following are
a few examples of the poems published.
Diamante

All of the children have selected two of their many poems to enter in the Spring Poetry Competition in
August. Congratulations to all the children for their creative efforts.
Nancy Saccoia

Visit to the Red Shed...
The sawdust was flying around the room and sticking to our clothes, it was hot and noisy but a small group
of young students were determined to finish the job of sanding hundreds of wooden blocks for our giant
Jenga sets.
Over the last few weeks the year 6 and 7 students
tackled the tedious and very challenging task using
sanding machines at the RED SHED in Uraidla to support
the biggest fundraiser of the school “The annual Winter
Fair”.
All students were extremely well mannered and
respectful to the staff of the Red Shed, showing great
interest in the demonstrations and followed
instructions precisely and accurately. Even when
asked if a break or water was needed it was
politely denied and everyone went on with the job
until it was finished.
It is rare to find a group of children (or adults) with
such enthusiasm, skill and endurance and I feel
extremely proud to be able to share this
experience and be part of such an inspiring school.
Catrin McIntee
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Week 4 Term 2

News from the Pear Tree Room...
The term has continued to be very busy as can be seen
by the reports below. We look forward to the last 2
weeks of term.

sometimes on Fridays. The wall is a retaining wall and we
are going to plant some plants behind the wall.

Claire Gallagher
Chess
On Monday 18th June, a group of students participated in
a chess competition! It was set at Norton Summit
Primary School. Other schools who participated were
Uraidla, Norton Summit, Paracombe and of course us.
Our school came 3rd in the competition, Uraidla came in
1st place followed by Norton Summit, then Paracombe in
4th. The competition was fun but challenging. A few
students got more wins than last term, but some other
students got less.
Fred ,Zeni ,Jai and Marnie got bronze medals. We all felt
happy for them. There were also different prizes like
distinction, high distinction, best player, best
sportsmanship.
We all enjoyed it very much it was fun, challenging,
exciting, different and awesome we learnt a lot from it.
Briggy says- I really enjoyed it, I went last term so I knew
what would happen, some people I played against last
time. It was really fun. Emily explains—I loved it a lot it
was really fun and even though I did better last time I still
enjoyed it.
By Emily and Briggy

Garden Wall by Ethan
Last Wednesday we made a wall by the waiting tree. First
we dug a trench to even out the ground. Afterwards, we
mixed some cement from the recipe that was bought.
We put the cement in the trench. After that, we put
some Basket Range sandstone donated by the quarry
down and formed a wall. Then we put sand into the
cracks in the sand stone.
BRPS made a wall near the waiting tree. It is still going
and we may finish it in 2 weeks. We had 1 ton of
sandstone and we will need some more. We are building
the wall in Garden Science on Wednesday and

Fun at the Red Shed
On Thursday 12th June we (the Year 6,7s) went to the Red
Shed in Uraidla. The Red Shed is a ‘shed’ where they do a
lot of woodwork. At the Shed we got to sand a lot of
blocks for the Jenga Sets we are making for the Winter
Fair. When sanding my electric sander started to slow
down and stop functioning, there were a lot of sanders
there, some of them were fairly slow and steady, whilst
others were unimaginably fast. There were 3 men there
helping us, I think they owned it. It was really helpful in
my learning of woodworking and other carpentries, as I
don’t usually do things like this. Thanks to Cat McIntee
for taking us!

Winter Fair
This year for the Winter Fair Claire said that we should
take this opportunity to try and raise some money. We
brainstormed some ideas and these were the ones that
we liked— Beeswax wraps, Lined pouches and Screen
printed bags.
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The Wraps are basically pieces of fabric with beeswax ironed or baked in. The current team of workers on the wraps
are: Kalan, Zeni and Maddie. They are all different colours and patterns and are a great alternative to the plastic,
boring, unsustainable cling wrap that we don’t even stop to think about what an impact its having on the earth we’re
currently living on.
Lined Pouches We had this amazing idea (courtesy of Sofia, Maddie and Grace) to create a few small pretty
pouches. We decided to line them with a water proof plastic lining. We’ve been sewing for aeons. Our current pouch
team is Sofia, Nigella and Sienna. We’ve had various problems along the way but we are finally coming along.
Screen Printed Bags
The bags will be screen printed and will have Kandinsky inspired art work by the year 3-7 students. They have been
getting everything ready to screen print but Marnie, Briggy, Callum, Grace and Oscar and are just waiting for the
bags to arrive.
By Sofia and Nigella
Winter Festival
The Winter Festival is a celebration of winter. We will sing songs under the stars. The classes will go on a walk with
the lanterns they have made and walk around the school. We have made lanterns and have hung them from a
wooden structure. Different classes are making a variety of lanterns, with different levels of difficulty.

Completed Handwork Project (from Semester 2 2017)...
2017 the year 3 - 7 class undertook a major project to complete 2 Bean Bag chairs for use in our revamped
undercover area (watch this space).
Each student had to create a design that symbolised something significant or meaningful to them and write an
explanation as to how and why. Many of the children chose family or the environment as the central theme. The
design required consideration as to the way in which symbols are used in society to represent something; is it a
brand, is it a message, is it a code? Who needs to be able to interpret it? Who is the target audience?
After final approval they transferred the design onto calico and embroidered it; tiny tiny stitches testing their fine
motor skills. Next came the really exciting part - machine sewing. Here they were completely in the hands of 'Aunty
Chris' who taught the children some of
the mechanics of the machine and how
to manipulate motion between the
pedal, needle and curve of the stitch.
With her one to one guidance they
sewed their embroidered design onto
the bean bag. The students achieved a
very high standard in their work from
conception of the design through to
completion. I am very pleased with their
achievements and they can be proud of
their work.
We extend our thanks to Aunty Chris for
her generosity and expertise.
You are invited to view the bean bags
and the children's design drawings,
which are on display in the library.
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Afternoon Programs...
Wednesday and Friday afternoons with Sue, Don and Oscar: Reception to Year 2
The World Around Us—Outdoor Play, Woodwork and Practical Garden and Home Activities
Everyday the younger children have scheduled time to investigate and explore
their environment. In the forest branches and stumps, pine cones and needles,
stones and rocks are ready at their disposal to build and create; a woodcutters
home, a castle hidden in mythical lands, shops from which to purchase, barter
and trade. The children can spend hours lost in their imaginations, playing out a
lesson learnt in class, independently
directing their own adventures and projects and in so doing, applying their will
and developing creativity, flexibility and adaptability. They are building skills and
memories that will stay with them for life.
Mr Don, a past student who has
volunteered his time to the school for
several years now, arrives to share his
knowledge of plants and their habitat,
with us and the children. Don has lived
his life in these hills and we would be
hard pressed to find someone who has a
deeper hands on knowledge, especially
of the flora. The children vie to show him their cubbies, the little gardens
they have made, the seeds they have collected or gems they have found in
the garden.
In turn, Don points out a leaf or a seed, changes in the plants and trees,
pretty flowers that are not our environments friend. They dig up bits of this
and that and bring plants back to examine more closely or put into the
flower press. He might tell the 'story' of a plant; its journey as a seed finding
the right place to grow, waiting in the earth for the right conditions, putting
down its roots and being nourished by the earth, the sun, the moon and the rain; and then the little plant unfolding
and reaching up toward the heavens to become a magnificent tree. They collect tiny, tiny seeds to propagate, that
will one day be that magnificent tree, and throughout their years at Basket Range will nurture their plant, observe
its changes and watch it grow.
The chooks are fed and if we are lucky
eggs collected; the garden beds are
watered and plants inspected for
aphids and other little grubs; pathways
are swept. The little blue house is
given a clean and set back in order.
The children work to safeguard the
living things in their environment as
well as objects, and to show their
gratitude for the gifts nature, the
community, parents and teachers
provide for them.
Circle games, ball skills, balancing on
the tight rope and manoeuvring
through the rope net develop balance
and agility as well as social skills -
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Afternoon Programs cont...
helping one another, empathising when it's really tough, encouragement to give it
a go.
Woodwork follows.
Earlier in the year a large red gum dropped a branch in the car park and we saved
the wood for our projects. Two large pieces were carried to the sandpit by Michael
and the big kids and smaller branches were stripped of their leaves and twigs and
tidied into smooth branches to store to dry out. 30cm stumps were cut by Ashley
and his CFS crew and they line the kitchen wall to dry out for some later purpose.
Mr Oscar cut some smaller branches into various lengths and scooped a bowl
shape into the top of each one. These vessels are what we are working on now. The
children collect their vessel from the box, select a piece of sandpaper and apply
some elbow grease to sand the bowl 'as smooth as a baby's bottom', or perhaps
whittle sticks for their lanterns, or to create a trestle for Sandy to hang her cloths
on, or a peg to write their name on and place in a pot with their spring bulb.
Soon we will be rasping, sanding and waxing our longbows. Mr Oscar has been
busy spending many hours sawing, cutting and tapering the bows ready for us to
work on.
We are so grateful to have Mr Don and Mr Oscar with us and for the skills,
expertise and talent they bring which allow us to do the extraordinary things we
would not be able to otherwise.
And thus our afternoons are occupied.
Our children are hardworking and productive. They grow a sense of belonging to as
well as ownership of their school through the responsibility they take for the school
and its grounds, and the respect they develop for one another. We hold the same
values, We choose to behave in respectful ways toward one another and to
ourselves. We foster relationships with our local community. We are Basket
Rangers!
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Upcoming Dates...
Friday 29 June 2018
WINTER FAIR Meeting 8:45am

Wednesday 4 July 2018
WINTER FESTIVAL 6:15pm for 6:30pm

Saturday 30 June 2018
WINTER FAIR Set up and preparation (time to
be advised)

Friday 6 July 2018
End of Term—Early dismissal at 2:15pm

Sunday 1 July 2018
WINTER FAIR 11:00am—3:00pm
SCHOOL TOURS at 11:30 am & 2:00pm

Monday 23 July 2018
PUPIL FREE DAY
Tuesday 24 July 2018

Don’t forget to check our page:
https://www.facebook.com/basketrangeps

Basket Range Primary School
16 Cramond Rd Basket Range SA 5138
PH: 8390 3466
FAX: 8390 1062
EMAIL: dl.0511_info@schools.sa.edu.au

